Date: 20 July 2005  
To: T10 Technical Committee  
From: Ralph O. Weber  
Subject: Persistent Reservations PREEMPT AND ABORT Clarification

As shown on page 2 of this proposal, the ANSI Editor has questioned what are the ‘following additions’ in 5.6.10.5 (Preempting and aborting).

The root of the problem is a wording snafu that can be corrected by modifying the first paragraph of 5.6.10.5 as follows:

The application client’s request for and the device server’s responses to a PERSISTENT RESERVE OUT command PREEMPT AND ABORT service action are identical to the responses to a PREEMPT service action (see 5.6.10.4) except for the following additions described in this subclause. If no reservation conflict occurred, the device server shall perform the following uninterrupted series of actions:
Subject: Missing Text in INCITS 408
From: Harvey Rosenfeld <HROSENFE@ansi.org>
Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2005 16:59:53 -0400
To: "Ralph O. Weber" <roweber@ieee.org>, "John Lohmeyer (E-mail)" <john.lohmeyer@lsil.com>
CC: Parthenia Purnell <ppurnell@itic.org>

Dear Ralph and John: While working on the production of BSR INCITS 408, I noticed a possible error in the introduction of 5.6.10.5, Preempting and aborting, on page 82. The first sentence of the introduction reads:

The application client's request for, and the device server's responses to, a PERSISTENT RESERVE OUT command PREEMPT AND ABORT service action are identical to the responses to a PREEMPT service action (see 5.6.10.4) except for the following additions.

The very next sentence reads:

If no reservation conflict occurred, the device server shall perform the following uninterrupted series of actions:

Although the first sentence introduces "additions", there are no additions listed after it. To add them in now might be a substantive change. Do you want to print this introduction as is and correct it at a later revision, or do you want to confer with your committee now?

I will continue the production work on this standard until I hear from you.

Thank you.
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